A real-time technology platform that orchestrates EV Charging and DERs via Analytics, Control and Optimization to create value for utilities and fleet owners.

AN INTEGRATED PLATFORM FOR THE ENERGY & TRANSPORTATION ECOSYSTEM

MINIMIZE COSTS | MAXIMIZE UPTIME | REDUCE RISKS

GRID OPERATIONS & SERVICES
Load Management, V2G, VPP Voltage Control

PLAN GRID UPGRADES
Develop Economical & Resilient Infrastructure Upgrade Plan

FORECASTING
Weather, Load & EV Charging

GRID & DER ORCHESTRATION
EV CHARGING MANAGEMENT

CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
EV FLEET TRANSITION PLANNING & STRATEGY
Electrify Fleets & Lower Costs with Intelligent Planning Software

SMART EV DEPOT MANAGEMENT
Actively Manage Charging Schedule & Optimize Energy Bills

ITRON EV CHARGING OPTIMIZER

END-TO-END EV CHARGING AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
A real-time technology platform that orchestrates EV Charging and DERs via Analytics, Control and Optimization to create value for utilities and fleet owners.